
CrushBank Neuro
Frontline turnover is averaging more than 50%, salary costs are 

increasing by 20% or more. Meanwhile, 90% of data is 
unsearchable, causing delays in solving problems. To address these

issues, without simply increasing headcount, you need to better 
leverage your support team.

Break out of this tangle of inaccessible data and disparate systems with CrushBank.
CrushBank creates a powerful data lake for your company’s information and makes everything 

searchable through an easy Q&A interface, using retrieval-augmented generation.

Solve these challenges with CrushBank Neuro
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Key Features
The service is consumption-based, making it a cost-effective choice. CrushBank 
provides a quick and efficient solution to data management needs without significant 
upfront investment.

Cost Efficiency and 
Time To Value

Ingests data from all sources using a Universal API.
Integration and 
Automation

Secure data lake that provides users with easy access to information without the need 
for searching each system separately.

Private Data Lake

Data used for results is limited to corporate data sources. No mixing with public or 
Internet data, so answers are relevant and consistent. No corporate data is passed to 
public AI systems.

Controlled 
Information 
Sources

CrushBank can extract specific information from a vast array of document types quickly 
and accurately.

Enhanced Search 
Capability

Easy implementation and access through different interfaces including browsers, 
SMS, Slack and Microsoft Teams.

Ease of Use and 
Broad Accessibility

CrushBank is suitable for businesses of all sizes and is capable of managing thousands 
of documents. It offers scalability and customization options to meet specific business 
needs.

Scalability and 
Customization

What is the IP address of the 
sales office Access Point?

The IP address is 192.168.206.21.

Source: Configurations

What is the contract number 
for service on the Cisco 2960 
switch?

The contract number is 95575271. 
The service level for this contract is 
SMARTnet 8x5xNBD.

Source: Cisco Service Contract

How do I find a missing client 
in Ultratax?

Locate the corrupted file  in T:\UT18_Data. 
Go to Help > Repair. Ensure the client data 
path matches the restored client. Click on 
Rebuild Client List.

Source: Ultratax Support Document

iPhone has stopped syncing 
with Gmail

On the device, go to Settings > Mail, 
tap Accounts.  Delete the Account 
and then Add the Account back.

Source: Apple Troubleshooting
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